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The Executive is excited to announce the creation of a
new website for the Society. The new website includes all the
information you are used to, including a list of upcoming events
and links to other Wagner Societies. We now also offer an online
comment form for feedback and a Blog to help keep the
membership up-to-date with what is going on with the Society.
The Executive is looking to put more content on-line and there is
the facility to sign up by e-mail to automatically receive updates
from the website. Please consider sending comments, articles
photos, etc. that you would like to see on the website, to Edward
Brain, our webmaster at
wotanbrain@hotmail.com
You can find the website at:
https://torontowagnersociety.ca
In addition to a new website, a new e-mail address has been
created for the Society. The new e-mail address is
info@torontowagnersociety.ca
The new website was created for us by Executive member
Edward Brain who has, we hope you will agree, done a fine job on
our behalf.
On behalf of the Society, the Executive would like to thank fellow
member Dan Trufasiu for all his hard work assisting with the
website.
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Elena Pankratova as Venus; Klaus Florian Vogt as Tannhäuser
Photo: Bayerische Staatsoper

Munich Opera’s New Tannhäuser Resplendent Musically if Elusive
in Meaning Joseph So
Wagner: Tannhäuser | Klaus Florian Vogt, Anja Harteros, Elena Pankratova, Christian Gerhaher, Georg Zeppenfeld. Kirill Petrenko, conductor.
Romeo Castellucci, director. Bavarian State Opera, Munich. July 9, 2017.

One of the biggest draws of this year’s Munich Opera Festival was the new production of Wagner’s Tannhäuser.
Under Intendant Nikolaus Bachler, the Bavarian State Opera can be counted on to be on the forefront of the Regieoper
movement. Of the five I saw on this trip to the Festival, Tannhäuser was arguably the most enigmatic and conceptually
challenging. It was directed by Italian Romeo Castellucci, a veteran stage director of international stature, primarily in
theatre, dance, design, with occasional forays into opera.
I must say I left the opera house rather befuddled, not quite sure of what I had just witnessed. To be sure, Castellucci
is a provocateur through and through when it comes to his directorial style, eliciting polarized opinions from audiences
and critics. For a taste of his style, go to videos of his Moses und Aron (Paris 2015), or his Parsifal for La Monnaie
(Brussels 2011). The Munich Tannhäuser is vintage Castellucci, a production overflowing with symbolism, translated
into images that appear to have little if anything to do with the actual story.
At the start of the extended overture (the Paris version), 30 young women—nearly identical in height and length of
hair, body shape—topless no less, with extravagant bows and arrows, shooting at a slowly evolving image that
resembles the moon. It is so highly choreographed to the music that it creates impressive wave-like movements, with
stunning fluidity that’s immensely eye-catching. Then we see a man costumed in black, presumably Tannhäuser, scaling
the moon and entering into it. In the Venusburg Scene, Venus and her entourage are depicted as corpulent, writhing
masses of skin and fat. Given that Venus is supposed to be the epitome of beauty and seductiveness, the image one sees
is frankly repulsive if not completely shocking.
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Shooting at the moon!

In Act 2, the minstrels slay a large animal and smear blood all over their own faces, including that of Tannhäuser’s,
somewhat reminiscent of the staging of the Paris Moses und Aron. There is also a pile of anonymous bodies, covered
head to toe in body stockings, writhing in unison on the ground. Here I was, sitting in the theatre witnessing these
meticulously choreographed movements sprinkled throughout the opera, scratching my head. I had to resist the
temptation of dismissing it as a type of “Busby Berkeley Meets Grand Opera” attempt by Castellucci. The images are
striking to be sure, sometimes even beautiful, but do they belong in Tannhäuser? I’m not sure. For me, it resembles
“opera as performance art” more than anything else. If the staging possesses deeper meaning that illuminates the text, it
proved elusive.
Perhaps the most shocking directorial touch is in Act 3, with two caskets engraved with “Klaus” and “Anja,” referring
to the two singers, Klaus Florian Vogt (Tannhäuser) and Anja Harteros (Elisabeth). During the extended final scene, a
series of mannequins representing bodies of the two deceased, in progressive stages of decomposition, are brought on
stage and placed on top of the caskets. First you get the freshly dead bodies. Then they are removed, to be replaced by
ones with bloated bellies, indicating first stages of decomposition. Then these are replaced by bodies that start to
liquefy; then mummification, followed by nothing left but skeletons. Is Castellucci trying to test the audience’s
queasiness quotient? In the end, two buckets of ashes are brought on, and at one point the ashes are mixed together. The
implication is clear: the star-crossed lovers, denied happiness in life, are finally united in death, quite a poetic moment
in the staging. That said, all the background comings and goings tend to upstage the poor singers.
For anyone who wishes to experience Castellucci’s Tannhäuser, the live stream originally aired on July 9 (the
performance I saw) could have been accessed for free at www.operalive.de till the end of August. I encouraged
everyone to watch it and decide for yourself. There is no doubt in my mind that the Italian director digs deep into his
considerable reserve of creative juices to come up with these convoluted ideas. In an interview, he talks about how he
reads the libretto carefully and then chooses a word or a phrase as inspiration. It goes without saying that whatever
meaning Castellucci attributes to the libretto, it’s through his own, uniquely personal lens, one that’s not easily
transferable to anyone else.
In the same interview, Castellucci says (I’m paraphrasing) “Venus’s world does not represent beauty and pleasure,
only the disgust and the horror of the flesh…Venus’s world for Tannhäuser is a terrifying and life-threatening place.”
Castellucci bases his opinion on Tannhäuser’s first words in the opera “Zu viel,” or “too much,” implying that
Tannhäuser finds Venusburg a disgusting experience. I don’t think I’m alone in finding this interpretation a distortion.
Tannhäuser is a story of the eternal struggle between spiritual love and carnal love, the sacred and the profane.
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Tannhäuser has been seduced by Venus and has committed “carnal sin,” and he’s regretting it. He feels guilty for having
betrayed the spiritual and chaste Elisabeth, who’s pining for him at home.
A more logical explanation of Tannhäuser’s frame of mind is not one of disgust and horror, but one of guilt and fear,
fear of being condemned to hell. That’s why he goes on his hands and knees to Rome to ask the Pope for forgiveness. I
don’t dispute a director’s right to bring his/her own interpretation to the piece, but a line should be drawn when such reinterpretation goes against the spirit of the original. As with his Moses und Aron and Parsifal productions, Castellucci
seems to have some sort of scatological obsession with body fluids, decaying flesh, excrement etc. I recall reading one
critic’s suggestion that Castellucci brings his own neuroses and emotional baggage into his interpretations. I can’t say I
disagree.

Klaus Florian Vogt as Tannhäuser
Photo: Bayerische Staatsoper

As is so often the case, musically this Festival-quality Tannhäuser was flawless, even transcendent. Kirill Petrenko is
a great conductor, and he brought out the most sublime, mellow yet exciting sounds from the Bavarian State Opera
orchestra. I recall with pleasure sitting there in the Parkett, in a great seat, thrilled with what’s coming out of the pit.
The soloists were first rate. Klaus Florian Vogt, with his bright, beautiful, lyric tenor, devoid of baritonal heft, would
seem an odd choice for a role that has been the domain of “bari-tenors” the likes of Jonas Kaufmann. But the Vogt
instrument is very well focused, with sufficient ping to carry into the far reaches of the Nationaltheater. The Lieder-like
intensity he brought to the Rome Narrative is forever etched into the memory bank.
He was well-partnered by the Elisabeth of Anja Harteros, the reigning German soprano of our time. Her “Dich teure
Halle,” sung upon her entrance, might not be note-perfect, with some pitch issues. After she has completely warmed up,
her singing in the two remaining arias was resplendent. Another strange quirk—Elisabeth represents purity, so I don’t
understand why her costume is superimposed with a painted-on nude body, a willful directorial whim in my book.
Baritone Christian Gerhaher was a magnificent Wolfram; his “O du mein holder Abendstern,” sung with Lieder-like
beauty, was breathtaking.
Russian dramatic soprano Elena Pankratova sounded fantastic as Venus, although she was unflatteringly made up and
had to play her long scene “stuck” inside the mountain of skin and flesh with her cohort. Unlike other stagings, Venus
does not reappear at the end of the opera, we only hear her voice. Bass Georg Zeppenfeld was a sonorous Landgraf. The
chorus is extremely important in this opera, and the Munich choral forces, as expected, were truly magnificent. There
you have it: a striking, deeply felt—if flawed—take on the Wagner masterpiece. I urge everyone interested in this great
opera to watch the still available live stream and form your own opinion.
*An earlier version of this review was published in Musical Toronto, www.musicaltoronto.org

MEMBERS WHO HAVE NOT PAID THEIR MEMBERSHIP FEE FOR 2016-17 ,
RECEIVE THIS NEWSLETTER WITH A
RED DOT;
YELLOW DOT IS TO CONFIRM THAT YOU HAVE PAID FOR 2017-18
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NEWS
and
COMMENTS

This printed issue of Wagner News is the last one for general
mail delivery. Our new website will continue to publish every
new issue but the printed version will be sent exclusively to our
members who have no access to internet, to paid up members
outside Canada, and, reciprocally, to Wagner Societies who send
us their publications.
Bayreuth in 2017
This issue of WN appears following the end of the
current Bayreuth Festival, so it is only
natural to devote it , as much as possible, to report
on it. There were old and new productions,

some to a large degree controversial, and it is of
great interest to report on the audiences’ seemingly
capricious reactions, by someone who has attended
all for the past four years. We quote:

“. Keep in mind that at the end of the Ring I this summer, Castorf received a tumultuous 15 minute standing
ovation and also this summer, contrary to previous years, Siegfried was not booed at all; and
Götterdämmerung received a long and thunderous applause last Monday evening. And also keep in mind that,
although the Kosky’s Meistersinger seems to be well received, he was badly booed when he appeared on stage
at the end of the last Meistersinger performance; everyone else received tumultuous ovations, even the barely
acceptable - but not necessarily booable - Eva of Anne Schwanewilms.”

According to the Bayreuth website, the last performance of Götterdämmerung, on August 28, received “32
minutes of stormy applause, standing ovations, 49 curtains.”

Bayreuth in 2018
The playbill will include The Flying Dutchman,
Die Meistersinger and Tristan und Isolde.
A stand alone production of Castorf’s Die Walküre
will be conducted by Plácido Domingo in three
performances. The cast: Catherine Foster
(Brünnhilde), Mathias Goerne (Wotan), Stephen
Gould (Siegmund) and Emily Magee (Sieglinde).

New Lohengrin, directed by Yuval Sharon and
conducted by Christian Thielemann, will feature
Anja Harteros (Elsa), Roberto Alagna (Lohengrin),
Waltraut Meier (Ortrud), Tomasz Konieczny
(Telramund) and Georg Zeppenfeld (King
Heinrich).
For Alagna this will be his first Wagner role as
well as his debut at the Festival.

In Memoriam: Long time TWS member Matina Chrones passed
away on August 10. Condolences to partner Steve Simon and
her family. A celebration of life will be held in October.
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Bayreuth 2017: An
Unforgettable Experience
Frances Henry
The new production of Meistersinger at Bayreuth
is a 'Meisterwerk' - a master piece! I haven't the
words to express how I felt about this production
and so I have to resort to plain, simplistic gushing!
It was just unbelievably great; a combination of
wonderfully played orchestral sound led by Phillipe
Jordan; a superlative cast of first rate singers; and a
most provocative and stunning staging by the man
who calls himself "the Australian, Gay, Jewish
Kangaroo". Kosky's perspective is that the whole
opera is seen through Wagner's own fantasy world.
So Nürnberg in the 16th century was not the happy
go lucky place usually depicted but rather part of the
real world where not everything is sophomoric.
Framed by this idea, Hans Sachs is really Wagner
himself.
Act 1 is set in the library of Wahnfried, very
convincingly reproduced on the stage. Following
the entrance of two magnificent black
Newfoundland dogs (Wagner's, of course), the cast
enters but as the real life people, led by Wagner
himself (Michael Volle, the Hans Sachs), Franz Liszt
(Veit Pogner, played by Gunther Groissböck),
Hermann Levi (Beckmesser- Johannes Martin
Kränzle) and Cosima, played by Eva (Anne
Schwanewilms). Also included in the crowded
room are a number of men who may, or may not, be
Meistersingers and who enter by emerging from the
grand piano. At one point, playing the church scene,
the players line up rows of chairs and sit and kneel
while praying. Hermann Levi - Beckmesser,
however, remains seated and does not kneel, only to
be taunted by Wagner and Pogner to do so. What
Mr. Kosky has done in this clever staging is to bring
us straight into the period of Wagner's lifetime.
Each act opens on a scrim containing a written
message. For instance, Act 1 tells us that it is
August 12, 1875, Liszt is on his way to visit his
daughter Cosima and his son-in law, Richard
Wagner, Levi has come over to read some of
Richard's new music, Cosima is lying in bed with a
migraine and Richard is out of the house walking his
dogs Molly and Marke.
Act 2 is set in a grassy field with nothing more
than a small platform. The dialogue between the
characters goes on but the last scene, usually staged

Michael Volle as Wagner (later Hans Sachs)
Photo: Enrico Nawrath

as an unruly riot of burghers of the town, has them
instead leading a pogrom. The beaten up
Beckmesser eventually slumps to the ground where
he puts on a hideous mask of a stereotypic Jew as
portrayed in Nazi propaganda, all the while
performing a jerky uncontrolled dance. Meanwhile,
a balloon large enough to cover at least one third of
the stage is brought on. As it slowly inflates, we see
that it is the same stereotypic caricature of a Jew but
as the music swells, it slowly deflates and what is
left on the ground is only the top of the skullcap on
his head on which glows in eerie yellow light a large
Star of David. The curtain falls to stunned silence.
Despite its horror, I understand this as a sign of
hope; the symbol of Judaism will live forever.

Act 3 opens on a reconstruction of the Nürnberg
Trial courtroom with rows of empty seats. Stage
front, a visibly angry Hans Sachs demolishes the
table in front of him and practically shouts his
monologue. The act moves towards the end and
after all the burghers and Meistersingers have
crowded the stage and have celebrated Walther's
victory in claiming Eva, Sachs delivers his final
monologue alone on stage dressed again, as in Act 1,
in Wagner’s clothes. He stands on the platform
facing us, as if in judgement, but pleading that we
listen to the voice of Art. As he sings, the entire
orchestra and the chorus standing and seated on a
huge wheeled platform rolls toward the front of the
stage and as the orchestra and the enormous chorus
sing the grand finale, it is the dominance of Art that
is represented.
The magic of this production lies in the directors
ability to deal with the anti-Semitism head on.
Beckmesser here is clearly an unwanted but occasionally needed Jew ; however, director Kosky
also thinks of him as a composite of everything
Wagner hated - Jews, the French, music critics, etc.
Wagner relied on Levi's musicianship as in Act 1 but
nevertheless taunted him by trying to make him
adhere to Christian symbols of prayer. In Act 2 he is
beaten and subjected to vile stereotyping and then is
cast out. In the final scene the spectre of the
Nürnberg Trials hangs over the entire proceedings
but the musical artistic brilliance of the piece
overshadows it in the staging as the courtroom
disappears and the artists appear.
Although the anti-Semitism in other stagings of
this great work has been recognized, it has never to
my knowledge been so clearly and matter-of-factly
brought out and acknowledged. I believe that only a
Jewish director could have accomplished this and
thus produced a masterwork of interpretation which
makes the text of this opera so much easier to not
only understand but to accept.

For, after all, anti-Semitism is a fact of historical and
contemporary life so why not admit it? In addition to
this wonderfully evocative staging, the opera is also
beautifully sung. I have never in all my years of
opera going seen or heard a better Hans Sachs than
Michael Volle. Nor have I ever heard the level of
dramatic vocalization that he attains. His timbre and
the colouring of the voice are incredible. He sounds
rough and ugly when angry, mellow and warm when
he sings of love or art, intensely urging and
passionate when he wants to make his point. Gone
is the traditional kindly pensive philosopher poet.
Here he is a reflexive and passionate human being
who reacts with strong emotion to what goes on
about him. The beauty of this complex portrayal is
that Volle expresses all of these emotions with his
grand interpretative voice. I've heard other fine
singers who emote with their voices but never to this
level of perfection. Also very impressive is the
singing and acting of Johannes Martin Kränzle
whose Beckmesser is brilliant. I also very much
liked Klaus Florian Vogt's Walther and believe that,
as Vogt is now more mature, his voice has lost some
of its eerie boyish quality and he now sings with a
lovely full tenor sounding voice. To have someone
of Gunther Groissböck caliber singing the smaller
role of Pogner showed the depth of Bayreuth's
casting, as did having the great Georg Zeppenfeld as
the offstage voice of the Night Watchman! In other
roles, Daniel Behle was a fine David and Wiebke
Lehmkuhl a very large voiced and impressive
Magdalena. Anne Schwanewilms was not quite up
to this incredibly high vocal standard but she and the
others still sang a glorious Quintet.
The great orchestra of Bayreuth under the very
skillful direction of Phillipe Jordan provided music
to long remember.
I would urge anyone who loves Meistersinger and
there are many Wagnerians who rank it their
favourite, to do everything they can to get to
Bayreuth to see this one of the very best
productions of the last fifty years. As for me, it ranks
as one of three of the greatest productions of any
opera that I've ever seen in my long opera going life!
Johannes Martin Kränzle - Beckmesser
Photo: Enrico Nawrath

Two other very good productions were featured
this year. I had already seen the current production
of Tristan and Isolde but this year there was a
significant change in casting and Petra Lang sang a
touching and beautiful Isolde while René Pape,
whose voice now sounds a bit rough, nevertheless
gave us a very good King Marke. Stephen Gould
sang a splendid Tristan. Petra Lang has a very good
full ranged voice which sounded warm and
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embracing in the wonderful theatre acoustics and
Gould, now somewhat mature, performed better
than I had ever heard him. The glory of the evening,
of course, was Christian Thielemann in the pit,
leading that great orchestra. The musical sound was
intense and provided the raging passion that the love
duet requires and which was not seen in Katherina
Wagner's dull and uninspiring staging of the second
act. Thielemann's conducting also brings out the
smallest details in the music more so than any other
Wagner conductor working today. On the whole, a
very good evening.
The Parsifal directed by Uwe Laufenberg and
conducted by substitute Hartmut Haenchen, extracts
of which we showed at a Toronto Wagner Society
meeting last year, was provocative but at times
puzzling. It is basically set in an Islamic country in
which war rages; soldiers occasionally come on
stage and Islamic symbols are particularly evident in
the second act. What is not clear is that the end
shows ordinary people and that a group of religious
leaders representing the major religions of the
world are throwing symbols of their religion into an
empty coffin, presumably that of Titurel. It would
appear that religion is being dismissed but, on the
other hand, it is also embraced not only by the grail
but throughout the second act when the Flower
Maidens enter wearing burkas and in other moments
in this production. The bottom line appears to be
that religion and its influence in society is not only
complex but also ambiguous. The first act is highly
dramatic showing a very wounded, bleeding

Amfortas agonizing in his distress. Sung by a
golden voiced American baritone, Ryan McKinney,
the scene was both beautiful and grotesque as the
knights of the grail gather round and drink his blood.
The singing throughout this production is first rate
led by one of the best Gurnemanz I've ever seen,
Georg Zeppenfeld. Andreas Schager was a strong
Parsifal but his vocal portrayal was throughout too
confident to express the personality of this pure
fool. Schager doesn't do 'fool' too well. I had much
preferred last year's Parsifal, Klaus Florian Vogt.
Also glorious was Elena Pankratova as Kundry; her
big voice filled this wonderful hall but in Act 2 she
sang quietly and pensively. The slow tempos of
Parsifal even sounded a bit slower because the
conductor occasionally put in some unusual total
silences.
It is gratifying to see that the level of artistic
performance at Bayreuth, which has diminished
somewhat in recent years, is now at a very high level
of performance. It is again the Mecca for Wagner
lovers.

Michael Volle as Hans Sachs;

Photo Enrico Nawrath
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The End of the Castorf Ring at Bayreuth
An E-mail exchange between Pierre Couture and Frances Henry
Pierre quoted back to Frances what she had earlier written to him:
"I had to LOL when I read you were depressed because the fabulous Castorf Ring is closing....for me, thank god its
over!"Frances.
He then went on to write in detail what the Castorf Ring meant to him and why he found it such a significant work.
Frances wrote back to him explaining what she had not liked about this much spoken about and written about
production. Here is our exchange.
But first some background. This Ring first appeared in the Bayreuth repertoire five years ago, in 2013,
and this year marks its last appearance. At its premiere it was thoroughly booed and although the
audience’s booing continued every year, it lessened in magnitude. Critical response to it was almost
unanimously negative and even hostile. The management of the Bayreuth festival was also thoroughly
castigated for allowing such a travesty to be put on stage. It was also outrageously expensive to produce
and this neither pleased the public or the reviewers. Word had it that some of the singers hated the
production and some felt very uncomfortable appearing in it. One even said that he found it disgusting.
Martin Kettle, writing in the Guardian, said that he had heard much booing in opera houses, particularly in
Germany, but as the production team led by Castorf took their curtain call, " I have never heard booing
that matched the loudness and endurance from the outraged audience at this week’s Bayreuth
Festival" (Aug. 2, 2013".) He also noted that its conductor Kirill Petrenko and its stars were accorded huge
ovations. In the intervening years, booing continued but it lessened in magnitude. Many Wagnerians
compared it to the premiere of the Chereau Ring in 1976 which also portrayed an industrial capitalistic
society and which was also roundly booed. Frances also saw that production and confirmed that it was
booed but nothing like that of the current production. In the intervening years, the Chereau Ring has been
immortalized as one of the great Rings of all time and its place in the history of opera is firmly assured.
Now the talk is that the same thing will happen to the Castorf Ring. As it recedes in the memory of people,
it will also slowly assume the status of a misunderstood masterwork. One wonders?
Pierre began the email thus:
I am so pleased to have attended the Castorf Ring lectures about "deconstruction" during the last two
years and I believe that, for this fully charged dramatically theatrical work and also, considering that we do
not have access to German and English surtitles (as Munich’s recently installed), we need to do our
homework, so to speak, and get informed. Interestingly enough, this is a German Ring where the German
audience - particularly those coming from former DDR and Berlin - can easily connect with. I have spoken
with several non-German people - especially the French, Asian and some Americans - who don't understand
anything about this Ring and they appear lost and very negative as a result.
The cinematography aspect of it - where we get to see back scenes that contribute to the drama and the
"references" to the classic Sergei Eisenstein's silent movie Battleship Potemkin - adds to the full
understanding of the approach; the crew rebelled against the officers after witnessing that famous
unacceptable scene with the baby carriage. This production is all about the power struggle between
capitalism and socialism as seen in the eastern states where oil is (was) an enormously important
commodity. Gold can appreciate even though we don't use it but oil needs to be used to be relevant; that is
why we see so many oil based products such as plastic bags and bottles, cars, plastic clothes, etc. And it all
eventually contributes to the self-destruction of the world now accentuated by the beginning of the end of
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the American Empire ( the last scene focus on the NY stock exchange); the perceptions coming from the
recent US administration decisions seem to reinforce the overall concept.
The use of a non singing actor - Castorf's assistant Patric Seibert - also adds a different perspective to
some scenes. The reason why his character at the beginning of Siegfried arrives as a slave of Siegfried
and later on puts on high heels and a wedding veil, would have something to do with the Stockholm
syndrome where an abused character falls in love with his/her abuser. Now, this character - later in
Götterdämmerung - wears the same outfit (still supposedly in love with Siegfried, the hero) and is seen
pushing the baby carriage (full of potatoes - for a long time - almost the only food available in parts of DDR)
down the stairs.
This is just a small example of production effects that are not always obvious to the first timer. Like many
people, attending it for the fourth year in a row - including your good friend Hans, Catherine Foster and her
husband, and many others - it was not love at first sight for me but I got to truly admire this
Gesamtkunstwerk fairly fast after my first experience. Dr. John Mastrogiovanni who has written a great book
on Parsifal, mentioned that after attending the Bayreuth Festival for the past 17 years, with the overall
Castorf experience, the lectures and the operas, he has "grown more in appreciating great art as a result in
the last five years than in a good long time".
http://www.thewagnerjournal.co.uk/archive.htlm

Frances replies:
Pierre... I enjoy your enthusiasm for Bayreuth and also your sensitive understanding of the Castorf Ring.
However, in my own defence I think I am not being overly modest...I did see it twice and I believe that I have
understood its meaning. It is not far off from its two great predecessors Chereau and Kupfer (who did it
twice!) in its attempt to display how modern capitalism works. I truly get it! What I don't like is its too
obvious and often strained attempt to make it relevant to today. It hits you in the face with its relevancy and
its constant message of how bad things are today; lust instead of love; rape instead of passion; material
advantage instead of simple living; militaristic ventures instead of peaceful overtures and all the bad things
in the modern world today. I felt like shouting' ok, ok, enuf already'.
Its constant message and its huge overbearing sets - which I admired in terms of their
design and artistry - also to me had the effect of taking away from the singers and above all the greatness
of the orchestral music. I blame Castorf for trying to do more, show more, be more artistic than the
composer, trying to equal and surpass the vocal and orchestral music on which this great work was built by
the composer. His pretentiousness in trying to achieve more than the composer really put me off. I
understand that he does not read music, did not listen much to the music before taking on the direction and
that he even asked for cuts to be made in the score. I do not object and, in fact, very much like modern
direction in which important aspects of the text and the music are brought out and interpreted onstage.
Kosky's Meistersinger is a perfect case in point as are the works of many other modern directors who also
interpret text but don't hit you over the head with it to the disadvantage of the music and the hard work of the
singers!

Bayreuth

2017

Meistersinger
Barry Kosky

René Pape (König Marke)

Michael Volle (Hans Sachs), Klaus
Florian Vogt ( Walther)

Anne Schwanewilms (Eva)
Photos: Enrico Nawrath

Christa Mayer (Brangäne), Petra Lang (Isolde)

Bayreuth 2017
Tristan und Isolde

Photos: Enrico Nawrath

Anja Harteros (Elisabeth)

Klaus Florian Vogt (Tannhäuser)

Munich

2017

Tannhäuser

Photos:Bayerische Staatsoper
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WA G N E R
O N S TA G E

Der Fliegende Hollander
Lübeck; Sept.15 - Dec.25
Tallinn; Sept.17 - Oct.12
Trier; Sept.17
CP
Hagen; Sept.20 - Dec.6
Darmstadt; Sept.21 - Dec.29
Berlin, DO; Sept.22 - Oct.18
Hof; Sept.22 - Nov.19
NP
Regensburg; Sept.23 - Dec.29,NP
Detmold; Sept.29 - Dec.6
Halle; Sept.29 - Oct.14
Hannover; Sept.30 - Nov.23
Atlanta; Nov.4 - 12
NP
St.Petersburg, Mikhailovsky;
Nov.21
St.Petersburg, Mariinsky; Nov.28
Lohengrin
Berlin, DO; Sept.16 - Dec.17
Prague; Sept.23
Tannhäuser
Köln; Sept.24 - Nov.1
NP
Riga; Oct.4 - Dec.20
Tallinn; Nov.9 - 11
Berlin, DO; Nov.11 - Dec.2
Wiesbaden; Nov.19 - Dec.17
Das Rheingold
Düsseldorf; Nov.4 - Dec.21 NP
Köln; Nov.5 - 29 (Reduction) NP

Listings correct to Dec.2017. For further information
check with opera companies via:www.operabase.com

Die Walküre
Oldenburg; Sept.16
Chicago; Nov.1 - 30

Please renew
your membership
for 2017-2018.

Siegfried
Oviedo; Sept.16
Götterdämmerung
Wuppertal; Sept.16 - Dec.15 NP
Wiesbaden; Sept.24 - Oct.21
Tokyo; Oct.1 - 17
NP

Mail to:
TORONTOWAGNER
SOCIETY
Richard Horner, Treasurer
197 Northwood Drive
North York, On. M2M 2K5
TWS 2017- 2018

The Ring
St. Petersburg; Oct.19
Tristan und Isolde
Torino; Oct.10 - 22
Barcelona; Nov.28 - Dec.15

Chair:
Frances Henry:416-203 7555

Parsifal
Hamburg; Sept.16 - Oct.3

Vice-chair
Barry Hood:

CP - Concert Performance
NP - New Production

franceshenry31@outlook.com

NP

416-484 1493

barryjhood5@gmail.com

Secretary:
Edward Brain: 905-274 4951
wotanbrain@hotmail.com

Treasurer:
Richard Horner:416-2262302
tristundisold@gmail.com

Members:
Jim Warrington 416-932 9659
jwarring@rogers.com

Jacky Finch 416-366 1995
jackyfinch@sympatico.ca

Thomas Burton 416-529 5883
thomas.burton@rogers.com

Editor-Wagner News:
Richard Rosenman:
416-924 2483
rosenman@rogers.com

